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THE PURPOSE FOR THE INCARNATION (Part II) 
  long with Albert Molher, Kevin Bauder is one of my favorite Baptist bloggers.  Back in 2008 on his blog The Nick of Time he wrote a post on The Three Christmases (which I have modified).  “One of the perennially favorite debates among conservative Christians is about the observance of Christmas.  While most Christians celebrate Christmas with joy and enthusiasm, a small minority object on one or more of several grounds.  Some say that Christmas is a pagan holiday.  Others insist that it is a Romanist holiday (as evidenced by the “mass” at the end of the name).  Yet others object that it violates the Rule of Prescription or, as the Reformed call it, the Regulative Principle.  This is the rule or principle that restricts the order of the church to elements that are directly authorized by Scripture, and particularly by the New Testament.  The argument that Christmas is a pagan day hardly seems worth troubling with.  Much of this argument is based on speculation.  The much-repeated suggestion that the date of Christmas and the custom of gift-giving were copied from the Roman Saturnalia is an example of such speculation.  Little real evidence exists to support it.  True, late Romans do seem to have exchanged gifts around the Saturnalia, which was observed in late December and early January.  A real question exists, however, as to who influenced whom.  That Christians borrowed the celebration from pagans is a conceit of the Enlightenment.  It could just as easily have been the other way around.  This is not to suggest that no Christmas customs have roots in pagan observances.  In a civilization that borrows even the names of days and months from pagan polytheism, it would be surprising if no pre-Christian customs were held over in Christian observances.  In itself, however, that does not necessarily render those customs any more evil than designating days as Wednesday (Wotan’s Day) or Thursday (Thor’s Day).  Before proceeding, we probably ought to distinguish three uses of the word Christmas. So different are these uses that they have really come to refer to three distinct holidays.  While these holidays occur at the same time, each has its own rites and customs.  We may grant that the customs sometimes overlap, but that fact does not erase the huge dissimilarities between the three holidays.  The first Christmas is the commercial holiday.  This day was invented during the second half of the Nineteenth Century with the emergence of popular culture and its exploitation by retailers.  The commercial Christmas was developed and promoted by Thomas Nast, Currier and Ives, and the like.  By the end of the Twentieth Century, it had become devoted to the acquisitive spirit.  It is a day that plays upon human covetousness.  It has turned the giving of gifts into the expecting of gifts, and then the demanding of gifts.  It remains our civilization’s most important celebration of avarice.  While no one can object to the giving of gifts, it is difficult to see how any Christian can enter into the Spirit of Christmas Commercial without defilement.  The second Christmas is the cultural holiday.  It is the day of red and green, holly and ivy, eggnog and caroling, tinsel, trees, and lights.  Such customs as Yule logs, wassail, candles, sleigh bells, reindeer, and Kris 
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Kringle are part of this holiday.  Some of the traditions of the cultural Christmas are ancient and possibly pagan in origin.  Others are relatively recent, and some of these (Rudolph, for instance, have come into the cultural holiday on loan from the commercial holiday.  As a practical matter, observing the cultural Christmas is not likely to do any harm, and it is great fun.  Even the (possibly) pagan origin of some traditions is not a serious matter.  Virtually no one intends those customs in any pagan sense today, and they have nearly or completely lost any idolatrous connotation.  At the very worst, they are the moral equivalent of meat that was offered to idols such a long time ago that none who are now alive ever saw it happen (and neither did their grandparents).  The danger of the cultural Christmas comes when it gets mixed up with the Christian holiday, which, for lack of better terminology, could be called the theological Christmas.  The theological Christmas is a celebration of the incarnation. It focuses upon the mystery of the eternal Second Person, adding to His deity a complete human nature.  This is one of the pivotal events in salvation history, the kind of event that Christians cannot ponder too often or too deeply.  This is all the justification that Christians require in order to celebrate the theological Christmas (by the way, that “mass” at the end of the word simply signifies a church service and not a formal ritual involving a supposed transubstantiation).  In principle, we would be justified in celebrating the incarnation every time we gathered for worship, and in certain senses that is exactly what we do.  During the Christmas season, we simply direct our focus more specifically to the wonder of the incarnation, setting aside time to ponder this event with deliberation.  In principle, any season of the year could work for such a celebration of the incarnation, and late December is as good as any other.  Interestingly enough, some of the best scholarship now indicates that this may actually have been the season of Jesus’ birth.  Done properly, a celebration of the incarnation can be a wonderful season of contemplation, instruction, reflection, and devotion.  This, however, is just where the cultural Christmas is a danger.  An overemphasis upon the cultural Christmas will distract most people from the theological Christmas.  They will be thinking about reindeer when they ought to be pondering God in flesh.  Their minds will be focused on Christmas cards and cookies when they should be focused upon Christ’s condescension.  This does not mean that the cultural Christmas is necessarily wrong, but it does need to be kept in its place.  That place is not in church.  The only way to avoid confusing the theological Christmas with the cultural Christmas is if each is kept in its own rightful sphere.  The cultural Christmas, fun as it is, is a profane (in the sense of “common”) activity that belongs outside of deliberate worship.  Let it be enjoyed in home and hall, but let it not intrude into the temple – and make no mistake, every New Testament church is a temple, indeed, a Holy of Holies.  We need to take seriously John’s warning:  “Little children, keep yourselves from idols.”  We must shun the idolatry of the commercial Christmas.  We may, however, observe the traditions and customs of the cultural Christmas, as long as we keep those celebrations where they belong.  When it comes to the theological Christmas, the truly Christian Christmas, we ought to embrace the idea.  The date and season are not biblically prescribed, but the subject matter is.  The marvel of the incarnation ought to captivate us at least once each year.  And so without apology or hesitation, I bid you Merry Christmas.1 Review:  We looked last week at v. 15 and Paul’s insistence on the reliability of the Gospel, the scope of the Gospel and the focus of the Gospel. I.  UNDERSTANDING THE GOSPEL  Derek Thomas, who preached here a few years back, rightly observed, “The more you understand the gospel, the more you realize that it’s all a work of grace.  The first is this:  That the more you understand the gospel…the more you understand the gospel, the more you realize that it’s all a work of grace.  The more you understand the gospel and…is there someone here this morning…?  Is there someone here this morning saying, “Oh!  Not the ABC’s of the gospel again!”  My friend, the more you understand and repeat to yourself gospel truth, the more you’ll understand how deep a sinner you really are, and how 
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sovereign a work grace really is.  You notice that Paul calls himself “the chief of sinners.”  The chief of sinners.  Paul seems to have gone through somewhat of a revolution.  When he writes to the Corinthians – in, roughly speaking, about 55 A.D. – he calls himself “the least of the apostles.”  When he writes to the Ephesians about five years later, he calls himself “the least of the saints.”  But when he writes to Timothy, about another five years again, he calls himself “the chief of sinners.”  Do you understand?  It looks as though the Apostle Paul, as he grew in grace, also simultaneously grew down in his estimation of himself.2  II.  THE PURPOSE OF THE GOSPEL  The display of God’s grace to sinners is grounded in His Mercy and not in the actions of the recipients.  Paul points to himself as an example of the unlimited patience of God.  The word translated example in the ESV is HUPOTUPOO refers to an outline or a sketch (used only here and in II Tim. 1:13).  In his gallery of grace the Artist-Savior had, as it were, drawn and put on exhibition a sketch just like a master will first draw a rough pencil-sketch before attempting his final work.  This sketch revealed Paul as an illustration, pattern or mode, of the type of work sovereign grace was going to perform in the lives of all those who through its efficacy would come to (cf. Acts 13:48: “had been ordained to”) rest their faith on Christ, the solid rock or the precious cornerstone (Matt. 7:24, 25; Is. 28:16; cf. Rom. 9:33; 10:11; I Peter 2:6), with a view to life everlasting, a life that is opposed to “corruption” (Gal. 6:8) and “death” (Rom. 6:22).  Death is wages; life everlasting is a free gift (Rom. 6:22, 23).  It manifests itself in fellowship with God in Christ (John 17:3), partaking of the love of God (John 5:42), of his peace (John 16:33), and of his joy (John 17:13).  It is also actually what its name indicates ever-lasting, never-ending life.3 III.  THE RESPONSE TO THE GOSPEL:  DOXOLOGY  Adoration for God’s grace and majesty was always foremost in the Apostle’s thinking.  As Warfield has noted.  “Now Paul could never write of this tremendously moving truth in a cold and dry spirit.  There was nothing that so burned in his soul as his profound sense of his indebtedness to his Redeemer for his entire salvation.”4 Conclusion: “Let us dwell a moment” wrote William Plumer, “on the grace and mercy of Christ in the constitution of his person.  Duly considered his incarnation is the most amazing step in his humiliation.  His first becoming a man is more surprising than his sufferings and death after he became man.  Having assumed our nature, we should expect that he would submit to all else necessary for our deliverance.  But the marvel is that he should have ever married our nature.  Here is the mystery of mysteries, the wonder of wonders.  The conduct of the heavenly host at his birth seems to justify such views as this.  Many things in Scripture look the same way.  The following is but a sample of the way in which inspired men treat the whole subject of his humiliation:  “Ye know the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ, that though he was rich, yet for your sakes he became poor, that ye through his poverty might be rich.”  In his incarnation the Son of God stooped to a union with the lowest intelligent nature, and that nature all in ruin and rebellion.”5  Endnotes  
                                                 1  http://sharperiron.org/print/article/three-christmases 2 http://www.fpcjackson.org/resources/sermons/1%20Timothy/03a.htm 3 W. Hendriksen, New Testament Commentary:  I Timothy (Baker, 1974) p. 82 4 B.B. Warfield, The Person and Work of Christ (rpt. P & R, 1950) p. 558 5 Wm. Plumer, The Grace of Christ (rpt. Odom Publications, 1979) p. 162 


